Abstract: A guaranteed cost control problem for a class of discrete-time linear state-delayed systems with norm-bounded uncertainties is considered. Attention is focused on the design of memoryless state feedback controllers such that the resulting closed-loop system is asymptotically stable and an adequate level of performance is also guaranteed. By using a descriptor model transformation of the system and Moon's inequality for bounding cross terms, new delay-dependent sufficient conditions for the existence of the guaranteed cost controller are presented in terms of linear matrix inequalities. Three numerical examples are given which show that the proposed method can even produce a lower guaranteed cost than the delay-independent methods.
Introduction
Time-delay frequently occurs in many practical systems, such as manufacturing systems, telecommunication and economic systems etc. Since time-delay is an important source of instability and poor performance, considerable attention has been paid to the problem of stability analysis and controller synthesis for time-delay systems.
In the control theory literature, stabilisation results for time-delay systems can be classified into two types: delayindependent stabilisation [1 -3] and delay-dependent stabilisation [4 -6] . The delay-independent stabilisation provides a controller which stabilises a system for any value of the time delay. The delay-dependent stabilisation is concerned with the size of the delay, and provides a controller such that the robust stability of the closed-loop system is guaranteed up to some maximum value for the time delay.
In addition to the simple stabilisation, there have been various efforts to design a controller which not only stabilises the uncertain system but also guarantees an adequate level of performance. One approach to this problem is the so-called guaranteed cost control technique first put forward by Chang and Peng [7] . The guaranteed cost control of an uncertain system aims at designing a robust controller to stabilise the uncertain system and guarantee a specified level of the performance index of a closed-loop system for all possible uncertainties. Guaranteed cost control for uncertain systems with time delay has been considered for continuous-time systems in [8 -10] and for discrete-time systems in [11, 12] , all these results are delay-independent design methods. In general, the independent-delay design methods are likely to be conservative because they cannot handle systems whose stabilisability depends on the size of the time delay. Recently, an linear matrix inequality (LMI) based delay-dependent method for guaranteed cost control of continuous-time systems with time delay was proposed in [13] . However, to the best of our knowledge, it seems that there are no previous results on the delay-dependent guaranteed cost control for discrete-time uncertain systems with time delay. This has motivated our research. We first propose a new delay-dependent guaranteed cost control method for a class of discrete-time linear systems with norm-bounded parametric uncertainties and state delay. This new method is inspired by Fridman's recent works, e.g. see [6] and [14] , where a descriptor system approach was introduced for the analysis and design of continuous-time linear delay systems. We extend this approach to discrete-time delay systems, which leads to the bounding of a smallest number of cross terms. Then, based on the equivalent descriptor form representation, a new type of Lyapunov functional is introduced to investigate the delay-dependent guaranteed cost control problem for a discrete-time uncertain systems with state delay. In addition, we apply Moon's inequality for bounding cross terms introduced in [5] , which results in less conservative bounds. By combining the descriptor system approach with the new bounding method, a novel delay-dependent sufficient condition for the existence of a memoryless feedback guaranteed cost controller is then derived in terms of LMIs. Furthermore, the proposed method can also be applied to the guaranteed cost control problem for delayindependently stabilisable systems and achieve a lower value of the guaranteed cost than the delay-independent design methods. Three numerical examples are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of our solutions as compared to results obtained by other methods.
Robust performance analysis
We consider a discrete-time uncertain system with delay described as
where xðkÞ 2 R n is the state, h is a positive integer for delay time and fðkÞ is an initial value at k. A and A d represent constant matrices with appropriate dimensions, DAðkÞ and DA d ðkÞ denote real-valued matrix functions representing parameter uncertainties. It is assumed that the system uncertainties are norm-bounded with the following form:
where E i and H i are known constant matrices with appropriate dimensions, and the properly dimensioned matrix F i ðkÞ is unknown but norm-bounded as:
Associated with system (1) is the following quadratic cost function
where Q > 0:
In this Section, we are interesting in finding the least upper bound for this cost function. The proof of our main results needs the following lemmas.
Lemma 1 [15] : For any matrices D 2 R nÂn f ; E 2 R n f Ân ; and F 2 R n f Ân f with F T F4I; and scalars " > 0; we have:
Then for any matrices X 2 R n a Ân a ; Y 2 R n a Ân b and Z 2 R n b Ân b ; the following holds:
Theorem 1: If there exist positive constants 1 ; 2 ; matrices P 1 > 0; P 2 ; P 3 ; W 1 ; W 2 ; W 3 ; M 1 ; M 2 ; S 1 > 0; S 2 > 0 such that the following matrix inequalities hold:
and
where
for all admissible uncertainties, system (1) is asymptotically stable and the cost function satisfies
where yðlÞ ¼ xðl þ 1Þ ÿ xðlÞ:
and let
It is easy to see that system (1) is equivalent to descriptor system (6) and (7), let the Lyapunov functional for system (6) and (7) be:
Taking the forward difference for the Lyapunov functional V (·) we obtain:
due to relation (7):
where h T ðkÞ ¼ ½x T ðkÞ y T ðkÞ and
by lemma 2 and (6): 
where W; M; S 1 are constant matrices with appropriate dimensions satisfying
From (8) - (10), and using lemma 1:
where 
by Schur complement and by expansion of the block matrices, LMI (3) is equivalent to L<0; and (11) is equivalent to (4), which yields:
it follows from Lyapunov stability theory that system (1) is asymptotically stable. Furthermore, from (12) we have
Summing both sides of the above inequality from zero to 1 and using the system stability yields:
which is the desired result, the proof is complete. A
Controller design
In this Section, we consider the design problem of a memoryless state feedback control law which renders the corresponding closed-loop system to be asymptotically stable and guarantees an upper bound for a given quadratic cost function. Consider an uncertain discrete time-delay system described by the following equation:
where xðkÞ 2 R n is the state, uðkÞ 2 R m is the control input, h is a positive integer for time delay and DAðkÞ; DA d ðkÞ; DBðkÞ are time-varying matrices of uncertain parameters satisfying:
where E i and H i are known constant matrices with appropriate dimensions, and properly dimensioned matrix F i ðÁÞ is unknown but norm-bounded as F (13) is the following quadratic cost function:
where Q > 0 and R > 0:
The problem in this Section is to design a memoryless state feedback control law:
such that for any admissible uncertainities, the resulting closed-loop system:
is asymptotically stable, and give an upper bound for the closed-loop value of the cost function (14) . A control law (15) satisfies the above design requirements is said to be a guaranteed cost control law. and
Then uðkÞ ¼ K KX ÿ1 xðkÞ is a guaranteed cost control law of system (13), the corresponding closed-loop value of the cost function satisfies
Proof: From theorem 1, the sufficient condition for uðkÞ ¼ KxðkÞ to be a guaranteed cost control law is that there exist positive scalars 1 > 0; 2 > 0; and matrices
In order to obtain an LMI, we have to restrict ourselves to the case of:
where " is a scalar parameter. The Sherman-Morrison matrix inversion formula gives:
Multiply (18) by diag½ð P ÿ1 Þ T ; U 2 and diag½ P ÿ1 ; U 2 ; on the left-and right-hand sides, respectively. Multiply (19) by diag½ ðP ÿ1 Þ T ; U 1 and diag½ P ÿ1 ; U 1 ; on the left-and right-hand sides, respectively. Applying the Schur complement to the above inequalities and by expansion of the block matrices, we obtain the inequalities (16) and (17). This proves the theorem. A
Numerical example
In this Section, we present three examples to illustrate the proposed stabilisation approach.
Example 1: Consider the discrete uncertain linear timedelay system (13) and the cost index (14) with parameters given by
This example is considered in [16] , applying the delayindependent method proposed in [16] , the obtained cost bound is J 0 ¼ 0:0823: Using theorem 2 and choosing " ¼ 0; we found that the problem is solvable, a guaranteed cost control law is uðkÞ ¼ ½ÿ0:9440 ÿ 0:1761xðkÞ and the associated cost bound is J 0 ¼ 0:0371:
Example 2: Consider the discrete uncertain linear timedelay system (13) and the cost index (14) with parameters given by: This example is taken from [11] , applying the delayindependent method proposed in [11] , the obtained cost bound J 0 ¼ 22:0328: Using theorem 2 and choosing " ¼ 0; we found a guaranteed cost control law is uðkÞ ¼ ½ÿ1:8032 ÿ 1:7311xðkÞ and the associated cost bound is J 0 ¼ 0:5703:
The above two examples show that the proposed method can also be satisfactorily applied to delay-independently stabilisable systems. Note that the system is not delay-independently stabilisable. Using theorem 2 and choosing " ¼ 1; we found that the problem is solvable, a guaranteed cost control law is uðkÞ ¼ ½ÿ0:1177 ÿ 0:9093xðkÞ and the associated cost bound is J 0 ¼ 1:2387:
Conclusions
A delay-dependent solution has been presented to the guaranteed cost control problem via a memoryless state feedback for a class of uncertain discrete-time systems with delay. The guaranteed cost control law can be constructed in terms of the feasible solution to certain LMIs, which can be solved by using the interior point algorithm effectively. It was shown by numerical examples that the proposed delay-dependent guaranteed cost control method can even produce a lower guaranteed cost than the delay-independent method.
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